2018 IMPACT REPORT

1,032 homeless children
in Central Florida were

For thousands of homeless children in Central Florida,
summer break was going to be anything but a vacation …
until Summer of Dreams came along.

Summer of Dreams this

The Reality of Homelessness

year, bringing the total

The face of homelessness is changing. The reality is that thousands of school-aged
children make up Central Florida’s homeless population. They move frequently – living with
friends, in shelters, motels, cars … or even on the street. And when school adjourns for
the summer, things get worse, because the structure these children depend on disappears.
They don’t have access to a safe environment, engaging activities and resources like the
free/reduced lunch program, which provides many of them with their only two meals of the
day. In short, they’re robbed of the opportunity to just “be kids.”

Summer of Dreams' Impact
Since 2011, Summer of Dreams has bridged the gap in critical resources for thousands of
K-12 homeless students in Central Florida. With the help of public and private partners, the
free 10-week program has provided:
·
·
·
·

Two meals and a snack each day
Weekend food packs
Enriching academic activities
Field trips

· Tutoring and mentoring
· A backpack of school supplies
· Financial counseling

Get Involved
Next year, we hope to extend Summer of Dreams to serve even more students in Central
Florida. To learn how to get involved, visit TheSummerofDreams.com.
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number of students served
since 2011 to 11,044.

2018 SUMMER OF DREAMS
SUCCESS BY THE NUMBERS
Since the beginning, our goal has been simple: provide a safe, positive experience for
children who might otherwise slip through the cracks. Since 2011, the astounding
collaboration of the Central Florida community – through volunteer hours, food,
services, materials and funds – has made it possible. The numbers tell it all …

TheSummerofDreams.com

